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I am your trusted REALTOR® But most importantly I’m your

Friend in Real Estate!
WHO IS SUNNY GAWRI?
I am not your ordinary Realtor.
My career has been built on passion. I have a passion for making a real difference in
people’s lives. I genuinely care about my client’s best interests, and this shows in the
level of service that I offer. I pride myself on going above and beyond the transaction
and will assist you from the beginning to the end, helping you coordinate all of the
details in between.
I am committed to providing you with all of the necessary information to help you
purchase your future home or investment. Nothing brings me more joy and fulfillment
than helping you find a place where you and your family will create magical memories
together or building that solid investment portfolio for your future.
I contribute to my circle of colleagues and clients and help others rise up. I am
always growing my community of like-minded people who are also committed to
making a difference. I am a loving husband and a devoted father to the three little
girls. I truly value family and always make them my top priority in life.
I feel that I am living my life purpose and am proud of who I have become. The
impact of my work is helping to improve my client’s lives by guiding them through
the most significant investment they will make. I am genuinely passionate about
supporting my clients during their home buying journey and am truly grateful to be
able to live out my dream and help others with theirs!

BUY OR SELL

with

Sunny G.

The Sunny Gawri Experience offers the
services you need to sell your home in

today’s market
Pricing and
Marketing:

Finding and Negotiating
with Buyers:

Closing and your
Next Steps:

Pricing your home
competitively

Finding buyers for your home

Preparing paperwork for closing

Working within your timeframe

Showing you homes available
for purchase, if needed!

Advertising your home
locally, including listing
it in the MLS
Marketing your home to
buyers through local and
national listing websites

Negotiating with buyers

Market Analysis

As your listing agent, I will perform a
comprehensive comparative market
analysis in order to research the most
accurate comparable homes to yours.

When a home owner meets
with a realtor they have
6 questions on their mind:
1.

Why a specific REALTOR®?

2.

Why a specific company?

3.

What is the REALTOR® Going to
do to get the maximum price?

4.

What do we charge?

5.

What’s my home worth?

6.

What’s happening in the Real
Estate market?

Sunny’s Tips
For The Seller
Preparing to Sell
Repair Neutralize Stage

Time

The longer a house stays on the market,
the less likely it is to sell for the original
asking price. Therefore, if your goal is to
make money, think about a price that will
encourage buyer activity.

Remain
F lexible
Value Vs. Cost

Keep it simple. Because
time is of the essence,
make it easy for the
buyers. Remain flexible
on when your agent can
schedule showings.

All–Inclusive

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Services & Marketing Plan
Largest Royal LePage office in Canada
Staging Consultation / Home Staging
*Conditions Apply

Pre-sale Home Inspection
Professional Cleaning
Concierge Service

Professional HDR Photography,
Virtual Tour, Exterior 360 Panoramas
3D Open House & Floor Plans
De-clutter / Moving Services
*Conditions Apply

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated Custom Video & Domain
Feature Sheets / Booklet
Agent Open House
‘JUST LISTED’ Postcards
Regular Communication & Feedback
Access to Wholesale Rates through
trusted vendors
Access to my personal network and
trusted partners

Let’s Talk

Staging
Why is that
important?
Staging is more than an exercise
in tasteful interior design. It is a
business decision that can have
a huge impact on your financial
return and timeline.

A few tips from a Pro
• Boost your curb appeal

• Beware pet odours

• Clean your house and de-clutter

• Stage outdoors too

• Style your dining room table

• Maximize space

• Rerrange furniture

• Create a neutral Master
bedroom

• Consider having floors steam
cleaned

• Choose sophisticated neutral
colours for paint/decor

SUNNY GAWRI EXPERIENCE CLIENT REVIEWS

I don’t know where to begin about Sunny! I have yet to meet
someone who is so professional yet warm and personable
as Sunny. What makes him different from his peers is his
excellent client relationship management. When you work
with Sunny, you can immediately tell that he is a seasoned
and recognized individual in the real estate market. His ability
to understand when to push back on the client’s request and
when to accommodate them is something I admire. He is
sharp, quick, realistic and his response rate is impeccable.
Sunny has not only helped us find a home but out extended
family is also buying their principal and investment properties
because of Sunny. He is amazing at his job but also has the
ability to accept and follow-up if he does not know an answer
to a question/query. One other thing I admire about Sunny is
his ambition and thirst to educate himself and keep himself
abreast of the current market. This helps him in turn educate
his clients as well and make them more knowledgeable.
Sunny’s availability for his clients goes beyond just helping
them buy a house. I can ask Sunny about contacts in any
industry and for anything - that ranges from jewelry designing
to lighting to design to wood work and his response is always
- “I know someone who can help you with this or I know a
guy”. Well, just like Sunny has a guy for anything, Sunny is
our go-to guy for everything! We are thankful for knowing
him as a professional and also a friend!
– Divya Iyer

SUNNY GAWRI EXPERIENCE CLIENT REVIEWS

Sunny is one of the few really hard workers out there and a go
getter. As a luxury home builder, working with Sunny over the
last year has been a pleasure. He is knowledgable and always
returns calls as soon as possible. I highly recommend Sunny.
– Aaron

Sunny helped us purchase our first condo. We are so happy with
our home. Sunny was extremely knowledgeable, professional and
patient, and took special care considering that we were first-time
home buyers. Thanks so much Sunny for a positive experience.

– Farid Yazdani

SUNNY GAWRI EXPERIENCE CLIENT REVIEWS

Sunny brings a no nonsense approach to his practice. Honesty
and integrity are at the forefront. Knowledge of Market
Conditions and Trends will translate into an informed and
transparent transaction.
– Joe Martino

Sunny Gawri is the listing agent for the sale of 5 brand new
town-homes in Bronte Village. He is hard working, honest, and
is an excellent closer. Whether you are a builder, real estate
investor, or home owner, I highly recommend Sunny.
– Allan Madan

SUNNY GAWRI EXPERIENCE CLIENT REVIEWS

Sunny combines his in-depth knowledge about the GTA
market with his vast connections to get the best deal
possible for his clients. It’s been an absolute pleasure
working with Sunny. I would highly recommend his
services to any buyers or seller looking to get the best
value possible.
– Luke Robinson

Sunny is very professional and has solid knowledge of real
estate and different markets around the GTA. He always
answers your emails/text or phone calls and answers all your
questions. He is very enthusiastic and loves what he does. I
recommend Sunny for all real estate related services.
– Kiran Patel

Let’s Connect
Going Beyond The Transaction

